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Inflation indexed treasury bonds are used to provide some protection against inflation pressures that
erode the returns one gets on this investment tool. Consumer price index is the benchmark indices
through which inflationary or deflationary tendencies are deduced in an economy. Getting feeds on
the economic performance through it and translation changes like raising the principal amount in
case of inflation or reducing it when deflation occurs, takes place.  

Infrastructure bonds are used in places where infrastructure development is at an all time high or
because of these industries featuring amongst the areas where attaining maximum wealth
appreciation is possible for the investors. Also check the credit rating of these bond funds before
investing in any one of them. The rating should be in the range of an AAA or AA+ so that your hard
earned money may not get lost in the silly market fluctuations. Market knows how to discount each
and every piece of insight that it receive and punish those who dare ignore the fundamentals. Stay
alert and calculate your move well before embarking on this journey dispersed with thorns. The $43
Billion national broadband network will also be financed from these bonds. The government under
the aegis of Kevin Rudd has taken this decision and thatâ€™s the day since when the importance of
infrastructure bonds have surged in the Australian markets. The government came forward to save
the nation from the shortage in this critical area of communication, when private sector couldnâ€™t.

Fixed income derivatives could save the wealth from erosion and also provide regular fixed income
in a term. Money market securities and other derivatives are invested with this money to get the
results. People who are in need of some regular income to help them meet with some important
expenses usually invest in such schemes. Institutional fixed income products also do not function
quite smoothly and on a singe track. Elements like cash, domestic short duration and managing a
fixed income from both local as well as international investments.

All afore discussed investment products function to give the investors a relative choice as per their
own needs and preferences. Fundamental research capabilities will be something that shall keep
your hard earned money safe and a must have in the funds managers of the company with whom
you are entrusting your money with. Fixed income products should rely on a multi strategy approach
which could balance out the results when a particular industry is in depression whereas other is
recording growth and vice versa. Thinking that there is not any risk inherent in a strategy is also
another mistake that most of the investors tend to carry. To give a true picture of the actual market
conditions is a duty of the fund, whereas getting proper information on the level of risk in a particular
investment is the duty of the investor, barring which there is no guarantee of what will turn out of
your money.  
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